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Abstract. We address the

design of robust feedback controliers based on nominal
models and model error bounds that are obtained from measurement data. In order
to keep controller complexity limited an approach is adopted where controller synthesis is performed on the basis of a low order (approximate) nominal model; prior to
controlier implementation the robust performance of the controller is evaluated based
on a (highly accurate) system uncertainty set employing a dual Youla uncertainty
structure. The procedure is based on an iterative scheme of identification and control
design and is experimentally verified on the radial tracking control of a Compact Disc
mechanism.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays servo systems in consumer electronic products must satisfy harsher requirements regarding tracking performance and disturbance rejection at decreasing cost. Application of advanced feedback control offers an opportunity to compiy with these requirements.
A procedure for design of feedback controllers, directed
torvards an enhanced tracking performance of the servo
system, requires the avaiiability of mathematicai models
that describe the dynamical properties of the system. A
model horvever inherently constitutes an approximate
1 The research reported here has been supported by Philips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven, The Netherlands. Hans Ddtsch
is norv rvith ANIP-Holland B.V., P.O. Box 288,5201 AG'sHertogenbosch, The Netherlands.

to the fact that knowledge of
system dynamics is inaccurate or the dynamics is too
complex to describe exactly. Hence, a model based control design inherently confronts us with the issue horv
weil a controller that is designed on the basis of an approximate model, will do for the physical system. The
paradigm of robust control design has offered viable
tools to take model inaccuracies into account in the design in view ofproducing a robust controller (Zhot et al.,
1996). Instrumental in robust control is the availability
of uncertainty models that describe the mismatch between a nominai model and the physical plant.
In this work a model-based robust control design procedure is proposed and experimentally verified on the
radial actuator of a Compact Disc mechanism. A full
procedure will be presented for the follorving problem:
system description due

given a plant with unknown dynamics that is controlled

by a given controller and that is available for taking
experimental data; design a controller on the basis of
identified dynamical model information, that leads to
an improved performance of the controlled plant.

Performance
evaluation

A driving

argument is that a controller should be of
Iimited complexity, yet establishing a high robust performance. We adopt an approach where lou compleuitgr (hence approximate) nominal models are utilized for
controller synthesis. This is motivated by two arguments.
As for many model-based control design approaches the
complexity of the resulting controller is directly deter-

Identification
system set

mined by the complexity of the nominal model (and corresponding weighting functions) , this approach directly

limits the compiexity of the controller. Secondly, it can
be observed that for many applications a reduced order
nominal model can provide a high performance modelbased controller, as long as the nominal model accurately reflects the control-relevant part of the system
dynamics.
To ensure robust performance of a designed controiler

prior to its implementation, the performance that

is

achieved for the plant is evaluated utilizing an accurate

system uncertainty set. The ingredients of the control
design procedure hence are:

o Identification of a nominal model that is designed
to capture the control-relevant dynamics ofthe plant;
o Quantification of a modei uncertainty set that comprises the mismatch between a nominal model and
the physical plant;
o Controller synthesis using nominal model information on the basis of a loop-shaped ?l- procedure
and quantified modei error bounds in order to eval-

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the several steps in the
procedure

2. CONTROL DESIGN
2.1 Introduction
We consider a feedback system configuration depicted
in the block diagram of figure 2. A general feedback

uate robustness properties.
The several steps of the procedure are indicated in Figure.1. As an approximate nominal model puts restrictions on a maximum achievable robust performance enhancement, we can not achieve our design objective in
one synthesis step. We have to explore the limitations of
the underlying approximate model by conducting synthesis and performance evaluation for a number of prespecified, gradual performance enhancement objectives.
The identification of approximate models for design of
high robust performance controllers has received extensive attention in literature, in particular in the format
of iterative identification and control (Gevers, 1993; Van
den Hof and Schrama, 1995). The approach presented
here is one example of an iterative scheme.
The particular design of a robust controller is the topic
of section 2. In section 3 the identification of nominal
models and model error bounds is addressed. The effectiveness of the proposed procedure will be illustrated in
section 4 by an application to the optical radial servo
system in an industrial compact disc piayer.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of a feedback system, consisting
of a system Go in configuration with a feedback
controller C.
performance objective can be expressed in terms of the
closed loop transfer function that maps lr, ,r)T -+ ly ulr

r(Go,c),=
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which embodies all relevant feedback properties of the
controlled plant, among rvhich disturbance rejection, tracking properties and control effort.
As a measure of performance, we will require that a
designed controller complies with performance specifications 2 :

fr.(o) <lT(G.,C)l < f"o(a;).

(1)

2 In this paper the notation lAl,A € Opxq denotes ap x q matrix
of the magnitudes of the elements of A.

tion method (Van den Hof et o/., 1995). With this

2.2 Controller synthesis
Based on a nominal model G of the plant Go, the controller synthesis is carried out by means of the following
weighed optimization:
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is a filter, designed for a nominal design
bandwidth of. u6 Hz. The controller synthesis is similar to a I/- loop shape design according to McFarlane
and Glover (1990), which is known to have favourable
where W,o

robustness properties in view of model errors structured

in a fractional (coprime factor) model framework. The
weighting fiIler W,, is designed to shape the loop transbandwidth, and addiproperties
are
achieved
by solving the
tional robustness
perforproblem
(2).
However
the
achi,eued
optimization
mance robustness will be the crucial argument in deciding which ioop shape filter can be safely applied, so as
to achieve a performance that is similar to the designed

ap-

proach a possibly unstabie plant can be identified while
the model order can be controlled to be limited. Additionally, a model error expressed in terms of perturbed
coprime factors have favourable continuity properties in
view of robustness of the corresponding ciosed-loop system. Considering the following system description3:

U=GoSor+S"d

(3)

u=

(4)
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with r : rL, So : 7l$ + CGo), an appropriate fiIter F
is constructed according to -F := 1l(D, * CN,), where
(N, Dr) are normalized coprime factors of an auxiliary
model G, that is presumed to be an accurate system
description. With this filter an auxiliary signal r = .F,r
is obtained, leading to

f.er W,oG to achieve a prespecified

performance.

2.3 Performance robustness analysis
Although the synthesis is known to be optimally robust in view of normalized coprime factor perturbations,
there is no guarantee that the synthesized controller ac-

tually is robustly stable or robustly performing. This
has to be checked prior to controller implementation.
Evaluation of robust performance using an identified
model uncertainty set, in this work amounts to checking
whether the corresponding feedback system magnitudes
lT(Go,C)l comply with our specifications (1). As there
is no exact knowledge available on the plant Gr, this test
can not be performed directly, but it will be performed
on the basis of a system uncertainty set 2 of which Go
is considered to be an element:

Ir,(u,) < \T(G,C)l <

f"r(ar),

YG e P.

For the common uncertainty sets based on e.g. additive, multiplicative or dual-Youla uncertainty, this test
requires the evaluation of a linear fractional transformation (LFT) of the uncertainty A, which can be done
without conservatism. For more details see section 3.2.
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with (lV,, Do) : (GoSoF-t ,.9,F

-t) being a normalized
coprime factorization of Go. The two factors No, Do are
then identified from experimental data by exciting the
external excitation signal r, using a ieast squares prediction error approach (Ljung, 1987). The final plant model
is obtained by taking the quotient of the two estimates,
G: N/D. Due to the normalization, the McNlillan degree of the final model is equal to the McMillan degree
of the separate factors.
Particular control-relevancy of the nominal model is achieved by applying the identification criterion:
A
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3.L Nom'inal

models

A nominal model is identified from closed-loop experi
menial data using a so-called coprime factor identifica-

?]ll,

*'ith the control design performance
criterion (2). In our approach the identification is performed in the frequency domain, employing periodic excitation signals.
being in accordance

3. IDENTIFICATION

o)

3 Without loss of generality we consider the situation
T2=0.

3.2 Model uncertaintY
Additional to the nominal model, a model uncertainty

disk

set is estimated to bound the uncertainty that is present

€

in the estimated nominal model. The mixed probabilistic worst-case bounding procedure is adopted from de
Vries and Van den Hof (1995). In this approach a probabilistic setting is taken for the effects of disturbance signals (variance aspects), while a worst-case approach is
used for undermodelling issues. As (unstructured) model
uncertainty structure, use is made of the dual-Youla
parametrization, Ieading to an uncertainty set:

P = {G I

N- + D^LR
G:'ffi.,

lA.R(e'')l S z(r)}

radial arm
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Fig. 3. Schematic depiction of a swing-arm type Compact Disk servo mechanism.
frequency range {400,4000} Hz which may prove disastrous for tracking performance when not adequately
accounted for by the controller. An improved tracking
performance, expressed in terms of the sensitivity transfer function, is phrased into the performance objective
of an enhanced disturbance rejection at higher frequen-

(Nr,D") is a coprime factorization of an auxiliary model G,, stabilized by the current controller C
with coprime factorization (N", D"). For each cu, the uncertainty bound 7(r,,,) is determined such that the dualYoula factor B, of the plant G, satisfies the uncertainty
bound with a prespecified probability a.

In the initial situation the plant is controlled by a 4th

An attractive property of the particular uncertainty set,
is that for all G e P

order controller, achieving a bandwidth of around 500
Hz.

where

T(G,C)

-

[3rq,]

:
AR(D, + cN,)'ltc 1l
T(G,,C)

4.2 Identification
(8)

which is an af,frne expression in Ar?. Consequently, a
bound on the error AlB enables a simple evaluation of
magnitude bounds of T(G,C) for C being the actual
controller during experimentation. It also implies that
when reducing the uncertainty in A.R, the uncertainty
in the closed-loop properties 7(G, C) is directly reduced.
For evaluation of the uncertainty in

T(G,Crr-)

cies.

Using the coprime factor identification procedure sketched
in section 3.1, an auxiliary model is identified having or-

der 48, and an approximate nominal model is obtained

of order 8. The auxiliary model is used as a basis for
the construction of a model uncertainty set, according
to the procedure utilized in section 3.2. Figure 4 shows
the Bode magnitude diagrams of the error bounds of
T(G,C) for the resulting uncertainty set. The magni-

f.or a

newly designed, not yet implemented controlier, the corresponding expressions become a linear fractional transformation of Ar?, which can also be calculated without conservatism. This also holds for the calculation of
equivalent (open-loop) plant uncertainty, corresponding
to Cn". = 0. For more details see Dotsch (1998).
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4. APPLICATION TO A CON4PACT DISC
o
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4.L Problem and ini,tial situation
The model-based control design procedure presented is
applied to the radial servo mechanism of a swing-arm
type Compact Disc player. A schematic depiction is shown
in figr,rre 3. Characteristic for the dynamical properties
of the radial actuator is that it contains a double integrator and mechanical flexibilities are present in the
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4.

Upper and Iorver magnitude bounds of
{T(G,C),G € P} (solid) and averaged ETFE

(dot); frequency range [100, 10.000] Hz.

tude error bounds of T(G,C) are obtained from expression (8). As the plant modei G : (N, + D"R)/(D" N".R) is a linear fractional transformation of ,?, a dual
Youla error bound can be transformed into an addiiive
error bound o., G. Fo. details we refer to Dotsch (1998).
In figure 5 the Bode magnitude diagram is shown of
(transformed) additive error bounds of the radial actuator.
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plant G, (solid) and a measured frequency response
(dot); frequency range [100, 10.000] Hz (ieft) and
[300, 1.500] Hz (right).

Note that the additive plant model error bounds are
particulariy tight in the frequency region {300,700} Hz
whiie the corresponding feedback system error bounds
are not specifically tighter in the specified region (where
the sensitivity has large magnitude). This observation
indicates that error bound identification employing a
dual Youla model parametrization corresponds to additive plant model error bounds that are tight specifically
in the frequency region relevant for closed loop dynam-
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Fig. 6. Bode diagraa.rignud with 3rd
order weightingW (u6) for v6 = 550 Hz (solid), z6 =
600 Hz (dot), ru6 : 650 Hz (dash) and u6 = 7OO Hz
(dash-dot).

700 (figure 7.c and d) the error bounds indicate a peaking of the sensitivity at 2 kHz and 4 kH:z (due to resonance modes of the actuator) that is not accounted for
by the approximate model (dashed line). Consequently,
these resonance modes should be captured by the nominal model in case we strive for higher design bandrvidths.
AIso it can be observed that the error bounds become
larger the more the designed (future) bandwidth differs
from the achieved (current) bandwidth.

ics.

4.3 Control

design

Based on a crude model of the radial actuator of order

(c)

8, four controllers of order 14 are designed employing
third order weighting Ws(v6) that establishes a gradually enhanced disturbance rejection for a double integrator. The weighting function is parametrized as:
a

Ii"(v^)
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?os s2 + ZBags + afi
Qs:5u6, 0 :0.4.

Bode diagrams of the designed controilers are shown in

figure

6.

assess robust performance ofthe synthesized
controllers, in figure 7 error bounds are evaluated of the
sensitivity function magnitudes on the basis of the identified model uncertainty set and the newly designed controllers. For the designs corresponding to u6 = 650 and

In order to

Fig. 7. Bode magnitude diagram of the sensitivity function: robust controllers designed with L7(r.,6) for

ut = 550 (a),600 (b),650 (c),700 (d) Hz in conjunction with the nominal model (dash) and the
system uncertainty set bounds (solid).
To evaluate the quality of the error bounds, the predicted (a priori) performance of the controller C.,rro
designed with z6 - 750, is compared with frequency re-

sponse estimates after implementation of this controller
(a posteriori). This is done for both sensitivity and plant-

times-sensitivity, and is shown in figure 8. For frequen-
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models and a quantified bound of the modei error. Driving aspect is the need for a low complexi,ty controller.
Controller synthesis is based on a low order nominal
modei whiie robust performance is evaluated based on
an accurate system uncertainty set, employing a dual
Youla model structure. Conducting synthesis and analysis with a gradually increasing performance objective
indicates the utility of the nominal model underlying the
design. Critical issue in the procedure follows from experimental implementation on a Compact Disc mechanism: the procedure hinges on the availability of knowledge of the controiler in the loop during experiment,
which makes the method sensitive to inaccurate controller knowledge. A related approach relying on robust
control design and application of p-analysis procedures
for performance robustness evaluation, is presented in
De Callafon (1998).

controller Cc,.rro in the ioop: system uncertainty set
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